Always share the microphone when running assembly.

When doing frog patrol be prepared with air freshener and gloves.

Always check you have the correct CD in.

When doing frog patrol be prepared with air freshener and gloves.

Always double check the sign.

We look so cool.

Big hair and cool T's.

Words of wisdom for the leaders of the future.
Beware of death by skipping rope and hula hoop.

Always have your group well organised.

Never attempt to drive the basketball trolley alone.

Always take some time to relax with friends.

Don’t be too serious.

Always do your homework! Otherwise you lose your lunch time.

Be careful laughing at those in trouble; you could end up much worse off.

That is not the right way!

Hold on tighter!!!

Ahhhh!

Don’t forget the matches.

Beware of death by skipping rope and hula hoop.

Don’t forget the matches.